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Local adaptation is the first step in the process of ecological speciation. It is, however, an unstable and dynamic situation. It
can be strengthened by the occurrence of alleles more specialized to the different habitats or vanish if generalist alleles arise
by mutations and increase in frequency. This process can have complicated dynamics as specialist alleles may be much more
common and may maintain local adaptation for a long time. Thus, even in the absence of an absolute fitness tradeoff between
habitats, local adaptation may persist a long time before vanishing. Furthermore, several feedback loops can help to maintain
it (the reinforcement, demographic, and recombination loops). This reinforcement can occur by modifying one of the three
fundamental steps in a sexual life cycle (dispersal, syngamy, meiosis), which promotes genetic clustering by causing specific genetic
associations. Distinguishing these mechanisms complements the one- versus two-allele classification. Overall, the relative rates of
the two processes (specialization and reinforcement) dictate whether ecological speciation will occur.

1. Introduction

The debate over speciation is not new [1–7] and is a com-
plex subject as speciation represents a “cluster of theories
woven from many strands” [7] that can be approached
from different angles: sympatry versus allopatry, intrinsic
versus extrinsic selection, premating versus postmating isola-
tion, isolation versus adaptation, one-allele versus two-allele
mechanisms, primary versus secondary contact, genic versus
genomic, and so forth. This diversity of possible approaches
can even lead to a synthesis based on the idea of a menu with
different possible options for each course [8].

One view has reemphasized Darwin’s view that speci-
ation was about adaptation to different habitats or niches
[2, 4, 9, 10]. At a microevolutionary scale, this process often
starts within species as local adaptation. This can be the
beginning of future divergence and eventually speciation.
However, the basic process of local adaptation is often seen
as too “preliminary” to stand at the core of a theory for
speciation. Indeed, “mere differential adaptation (. . .) does
not constitute species” [1] and hybrid unfitness is often the
main selective scenario envisioned to be necessary. Hybrid

unfitness can be caused by alternative adaptive peaks in the
same habitat, whereas local adaptation usually occurs with
a single peak that differs in different habitats, which is quite
different, even if not always recognized as such [1, 8, 11]. Of
course, both phenomenon are not exclusive and evaluating
their relative importance is often controversial [12], as both
produce indistinguishable spatial patterns [13]. We will see
that the route from local adaptation to speciation has been
explored in a somewhat separate theoretical corpus that still
has to be fully incorporated to a microevolutionary view of
speciation.

Environmental heterogeneity is pervasive and local ad-
aptation is the direct selective consequence of different
selection pressures occurring in different places [14]. Local
adaptation—the greater average fitness of local individuals
compared to immigrants—occurs whenever the “grain”
of habitat is sufficiently coarse compared to the scale of
dispersal [15, 16]. It has various consequences ranging from
niche evolution, evolution of specialization, to ecological
speciation. In the context of speciation, local adaptation is
a selective context that is universal: it applies to sexual or
asexual species alike, contrary to selection pressures caused
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by hybrid incompatibilities. However, it also has specific
features. First it is a dynamic and gradual process. Local
adaptation can constantly strengthen if new alleles better
adapted to local conditions arise and increase in frequency, or
disappear if generalist genotypes spread or if differentiation
is swamped by gene flow. In contrast, a situation of secondary
contact is not a gradual process, but often the abrupt ex-
posure of genetic incompatibilities that have accumulated
independently in allopatry. It results in tension zones that
can be stable over long periods of time [17]. Second,
hybrids between two locally adapted parental genotypes are
often not the worst genotype in any of the environments.
With local adaptation, there is not selection against hybrids
per se: there is selection against alleles or genotypes that
are not locally favorable. This distinction has important
consequences understanding how reinforcement works in
the context of local adaptation compared to the case of
reinforcement to avoid producing unfit hybrids. Here, I use
reinforcement sensu lato to mean the evolution of premating
isolation resulting from selection against hybrids or locally
maladapted genotypes [18]. In this paper, I will focus on
these two topics and try to show that their outcomes are
often less straightforward than early models have suggested,
and that the theory of local adaptation has to be more fully
integrated into a global view of speciation and diversification.

2. Topic 1—The Dynamics of Local Adaptation

Because niche specialization can occur in the presence of
gene flow in primary contact and does not require time in
isolation to evolve genetic incompatibilities, it results in a
more dynamical process, where further niche specialization
may or may not occur, with direct consequences on rein-
forcement towards more isolation.

2.1. Habitats. Models of local adaptation and ecological
speciation most often start by assuming that there are
different habitats exchanging migrants (with the rate of mi-
gration corresponding to the cases of sympatry, parapatry
and allopatry [3]). However, the definition of habitat can
be problematic. Field ecologists would certainly define it by
a combination of biotic/abiotic conditions in a landscape.
For instance, when thinking about land plants, they would
categorize soil type, moisture, temperature, light, slope,
disturbance regime, and so forth. From an ecological genetics
perspective, a first difficulty is to define these variations at
the relevant scale, that is, at the scale of dispersal of the
focal species [15, 16]. A second difficulty is to account for
distance. Because dispersal is most often distance limited,
the spatial configuration makes a difference in terms of
habitat definition. This is well known in complex or mosaic
habitats [19], but is true even in very simple landscapes
[20]. A given ecological condition will be less prone to local
adaptation if close to a habitat boundary than if surrounded
by identical conditions. Boundaries may even favor the
local evolution of generalists, something that contradicts
the simple competition exclusion principle [20]. Finally,
conditions also vary through time, which strongly limit the

scope for the long term maintenance of locally specialized
genotypes. Overall, locally adapted genotypes are unlikely
to arise “on every bush” [21], yet are expected to arise
frequently.

2.2. Local Adaptation and the Origin of Tradeoffs. One basic
process by which local adaptation arises is when, within a
large enough habitat, an allele increases in frequency that is
beneficial inside but deleterious/neutral outside this habitat.
The condition for this increase in frequency is determined
by the strength of selection inside and outside, the size of
the pocket relative to the scale of dispersal and by possible
gene flow asymmetries between habitats [15, 22]. Any allele
with a sufficient benefit inside will increase in frequency
no matter if it presents strong deleterious effects outside.
This process does not necessarily favor alleles exhibiting
little antagonistic effect across habitats; anything goes that
is sufficiently favorable locally. At the same locus, allele
replacement can occur in both directions, favoring either
stronger or weaker specialization [23]. Another possibility is
that neutral mutations drift at high frequency locally despite
being deleterious elsewhere [14, 24, 25]. However, even if this
can occur [26], it requires very limited gene flow and may be
globally less conducive to strong local adaptation.

This process has no reason to stop and lead to a process
of “amelioration” [27] whereby new favorable alleles replace
previous ones at a given locus [23, 28–30], modifier alleles
at new loci evolve to correct for deleterious side effects
of previous ones [31–33], duplications and new functions
can arise [34–36], and so forth. The question is whether
this amelioration will lead to the evolution of generalist
genotypes that can accommodate all habitats or whether
local adaptation will strengthen and lead to specialized
ecotypes that have diverged at a large number of loci. The
answer is not straightforward. The first approach is to build a
model imposing a trade-off curve between habitats. Whether
specialists or generalists evolve depends then on the shape
of this trade-off curve [37, 38]. Globally speaking, more
concave curves facilitates the evolution of specialists, whereas
more convex ones favor generalists, and sometimes both can
coexist [37, 38]. However, there is no clear ultimate reason
for choosing one curve over another or not allowing these
trade-off curves to evolve as well. Another approach that has
been much less explored would be to introduce a distribution
of mutation effects, where specialist mutations are much
more common than generalist mutations (having to solve
the problem of a single habitat) and are constantly appearing
at different loci maintaining local adaptation. In the latter
situation, and if no other constraint is involved, the outcome
in the very long run would be nearly perfect adaptation to the
different habitats. There are however three positive feedback
loops that are likely to interfere with this outcome and favor
increased specialization.

2.3. The Demographic Feedback Loop. The first feedback
is demographic. As far as local adaptation causes a local
increase in density, it will also make life easier for more
specialist alleles to increase in frequency. This is due to
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the fact that density differences cause asymmetric gene
flow, which gives an advantage to alleles favored in the
denser habitat [14, 22]. Because of gene flow, an allele too
detrimental outside the habitat where it is favored may be
unable to increase in frequency. Despite having the potential
to contribute to specialization if the habitat was isolated, it
remains at mutation-selection balance. Such alleles may be
very common; I term them “contending” alleles. If density
becomes higher in this habitat, contending alleles may now
be able to increase in frequency and contribute to local
adaptation. This increase in density is likely to occur at least
in some cases when local adaptation takes place. The positive
feedback loop occurs because a local increase in density
causes more and more alleles that are locally beneficial to
be recruited, which strengthens local adaptation, increases
local density and facilitates further the increase in frequency
of other locally beneficial alleles (the reverse can also occur,
which is known as migration meltdown [14, 39]). Because
the ratio of density is as effective as the square of selection
ratio inside versus outside the habitat [14, 22], this effect
is likely to be strong in natural populations. Conversely
adapting to a sink habitat makes it very difficult for the same
reason as shown by niche expansion models [40–42].

2.4. The Recombination Feedback Loop. The second feedback
loop is due to indirect selection among loci directly involved
in local adaptation. When a locally beneficial allele increases
in frequency, it will favor the spread at closely linked loci
of other locally beneficial alleles. This is due to the fact
that dispersal generates linkage disequilibrium between loci
that share a similar frequency variation across habitats, as
expected for two loci involved in local adaptation to the same
habitat. This linkage disequilibrium translates into indirect
selection that mutually benefits the locally adapted alleles
at the two loci [43, 44]. For instance, a contending allele
could start to increase in frequency if it becomes sufficiently
linked to another locus involved in the local adaptation. This
phenomenon generates a positive feedback loop within the
genome where locally adapted alleles are more likely to be
recruited in genomic regions already harboring a previous
locus involved in the local adaptation. It can generate
“genomic islands” of local adaptation that extend further and
further [45, 46], a specific process that can gradually produce
strong genetic divergence at many contiguous loci in linkage
disequilibrium [1, 47].

2.5. The Reinforcement Feedback Loop. The third feedback
loop is due to reinforcement, that is, the evolution of
traits promoting premating isolation between differentially
locally adapted genotypes. Reinforcement tends to make
life easier for locally beneficial alleles: it allows more alleles
contributing to local adaptation to be recruited and locally
beneficial alleles to reach higher frequencies. For instance,
contending alleles could be recruited if habitat choice started
to evolve. In effect, habitat choice minimizes the possible
negative fitness that an allele can have in habitats that
are different from the habitat where it is favored. Thus,
reinforcement is likely to promote increased specialization.

Reciprocally, strong local adaptation increases the selection
pressure to reinforce it, so that both phenomena can act in
concert in a positive feedback loop [9, 37, 38, 48].

2.6. The Relative Dynamics of Local Adaptation and Rein-
forcement. Ultimately, ecological speciation will result only if
reinforcement occurs quickly enough compared to the evo-
lution of generalists and the breakdown of local adaptation.
The different feedback loops mentioned above will tend to
favor this outcome, but may not be strong enough to lead
to speciation. For instance, the evolution of habitat choice,
reduced dispersal, selfing, and so forth, can strongly reduce
the chance that a generalist allele would spread, but the actual
outcome depends on the relative rates of reinforcement and
loss of specialization. This dynamical issue is not something
that has been fully appreciated in the context of ecological
speciation (but see [38] in the context of a fixed tradeoff).
It differs from the situation of reinforcement in a tension
zone by the fact that it is less stable and very sensitive
to several feedbacks. More work is certainly needed to
clearly delineate the conditions favoring speciation in this
context.

3. Topic 2—The Reinforcement of
Local Adaptation

“Individuals that have parents selected in the same
habitat and that stay in that habitat are more
likely to have genes appropriate to that environ-
ment than another randomly chosen individual.
Thus, mating locally and staying in the same
habitat is always favored from the point of view
of a continually evolving genome” [25].

In the early 70s, several models have addressed the
problem of reinforcement of local adaptation. The first was
proposed by Antonovics [49]. This model showed that,
because mating at random is risky in the context of local
adaptation, evolution favors that like mates with like and
that selfing is even safer to maintain local adaptation. Then
Balkau and Feldman [50] showed that, in the context of
local adaptation, migrating, or sending offspring elsewhere
is likely to decrease an individual’s fitness or that of
its offspring. With a modifier model, they showed that
this effect caused indirect selection to reduce dispersal as
much as possible. Finally, Slatkin [43] suggested and D.
Charlesworth and B. Charlesworth confirmed [51] that sex
and recombination is likely to break combination of genes
that have been locally selected for and should be selected
against in the context of local adaptation. These findings
have since been constantly reported or given as examples of
“one-allele” mechanisms that are likely to drive the evolution
of isolation in parapatry. (The one-allele versus two-allele
classification refers to cases where a single or two different
alleles spread at the modifier locus to promote genetic
clustering [21]. This classification is very useful despite
leading to some complications (see [52] and Table 1 note
7)). In this section, I will reconsider these conclusions in the
light of more recent models on the evolution of assortative
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Table 1: Classification of reinforcement mechanisms based on the life stage modified and their consequences on genetic associations involved
in genetic clustering. This classification is orthogonal to the one- versus two-allele classification.

Life stage modified Dispersal Syngamy Meiosis

Prominent biological
example

Habitat choice Mate choice Sex/asex

Genetic clustering at local
adaptation loci through1

Increased frequency
differences between
habitats

Increased homozygosity Increased linkage disequilibrium

Usual population genetic
parameter measuring
clustering

Fst (differentiation) Fis(departure from Hardy-Weinberg) D (linkage disequilibrium)

Primary effect of modifier
on local adaptation loci

Change in frequency Change in within-locus associations2 Change in between-loci associations

Primary modifier
association3 Cma,Ø Cma,a Cmab,Ø

Increased differentiation Directly Indirectly4 Indirectly4

Notable complication
preventing clustering5 Kin selection Recessivity6 Negative epistasis

“One-allele” examples
An allele reducing dispersal
or causing preference to
natal habitat (Figure 2)

An allele causes assortment based on
self-similarity (Figure 1)

An allele causes a reduction in
recombination (Figure 4)

“Two-allele” examples
Allele 1 causes preference to
habitat 1 and allele 2 to
habitat 2

Allele 1 cause preference to phenotype
1 and allele 2 to phenotype 27

Allele 1 (inversion) causes linkage
in group of genes 1 and allele 2
(noninversion) in group of genes 2

1
This would also apply to loci involved in genetic incompatibilities in a secondary contact.

2Unless mating is selective and causes a direct advantage to locally adapted alleles (i.e., it changes frequency at the local adaptation loci), as found in model
involving sexual selection [8, 103].
3Notation as in [104, 105], where m is the modifier locus and a, b the local adaptation loci. “Primary” association refers to the fact that the phenotypic effect
of the modifier causes first a direct change on the genetic composition of the population (on frequency, within or between loci associations), which may then
change the efficacy of selection. Eventually, a modifier promoting clustering will end up associated to the beneficial allele locally (Cma,Ø > 0). See Figures 1, 2
and 4 for examples.
4Indirectly by increasing the variance in fitness and the efficacy of selection.
5Besides possible direct costs relative to the strategy used (e.g., cost of finding a mate or the right habitat). Different traits are exposed to a variety of other
selective effects (see text).
6Which generates inbreeding depression.
7Phenotype 1 and 2 may result from alleles at the adaptation locus or to another unrelated marker trait. Similarly in a “one-allele” model, self-similarity may be
evaluated in reference to a marker trait at another locus than the modifier or the local adaptation locus. In both cases, the marker trait has to diverge in the two
incipient species, which is essentially a two-allele mechanism. Thus, with three locus like this, the one- versus two-allele distinction is made more complicated
by the fact that the marker trait must diverge (two-allele), but the modifier of the strength of assortment need not (it can be one- or two-allele) [52]. Another
complication of the one- and two-allele classification arises when the locus exposed to postzygotic selection also causes premating isolation (as seen in so-
called “magic trait” models). This can be thought as the limit where the loci causing prezygotic isolation and postzygotic selection become confounded.

mating [53], dispersal [54, 55], and recombination [11, 45,
56] in the context of local adaptation. Contrary to what is
commonly thought [8, 21, 57], I will show that these one-
allele mechanisms do not inevitably lead to speciation, even
in the absence of direct cost. I will then make a comparison of
the underlying mechanisms and propose a typology of cases
(orthogonal to the one- versus two-allele classification) that
may prove useful understanding and modeling speciation
(Table 1).

Before proceeding, we note that several important find-
ings have also been made regarding this process since these
early models. First, the role of ecological-based adaptation
in speciation has received considerable support in the last
decade [2, 4, 9, 10]. Second several empirical findings have
supported the idea that reinforcement could indeed occur
in the context of adaptation to different habitats [49, 58–
67] or at least that there is often ample opportunity for
reinforcement [6].

3.1. The Evolution of Selfing and Assortative Mating. The
evolution of nonrandom mating has been extensively studied
in the context of reinforcement and reproductive isolation
[18, 68–70]. However, it has also been extensively studied
to understand the evolution of mating systems within
species [71–73]. Interestingly, the two approaches are usually
considered separately and emphasize completely opposite
outcomes. The first predicts the evolution of more assortative
mating with increased outbreeding depression or hybrid
unfitness. The second predicts the evolution of less assorta-
tive mating or selfing with increased inbreeding depression.
The models studying reinforcement include outbreeding but
not inbreeding depression [18, 70, 74–77] while the models
studying mating system evolution do exactly the opposite
[71–73].

Local adaptation causes outbreeding depression if differ-
ent alleles are favored in different habitats [78], which is the
reason why it is widely thought that spatially heterogenous
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Figure 1: Indirect selection on a selfing/assortative mating modifier with local adaptation [53]. Sketches how a selfing or assortative mating
modifier evolves in presence of local adaptation (for the sake of illustration, the S allele causes maximal assortment and s specifies random
mating). Here assortment can be produced by selfing or assortative mating based on the genotype at the local adaptation locus (A mates
with A and a with a). Before migration (step 1), consider two habitats with haploid individuals. On the left A allele is favored at a local
adaptation locus, whereas a is favored on the right. To make things simple, we consider these alleles to be fixed where they are beneficial. At
step 2, migration occurs between habitats (with m = 1/2, migrants in red). Then syngamy occurs in each habitat. The small circles represent
diploid individuals. In each habitat, one can distinguish the subpopulation with full S-assortment allele (4 individuals on the left) and
random mating s allele (4 individuals on the right). Importantly, at this step the S allele becomes positively associated to extreme aa and AA
homozygotes (thus, variance in fitness is greater in the subpopulation with the S allele). Finally, selection occurs (favoring A on the left and
a on the right, very strongly but in a codominant way in the illustration). At the end of this generation, the modifier has not changed in
frequency (it is still 1/2). Yet, selection has generated LD between the random mating s allele and the locally inferior allele locally (the inferior
allele is only found on the same chromosome as s in each habitat, orange dot). At the next generation, this LD will persist (it is decreased
at most by one half by a round of free recombination) and cause indirect selection in favor of S. Note that if the locally beneficial allele is
recessive (all heterozygotes eliminated on the right and the left), we see that direct selection occurs favoring S (its frequency rises to 2/3 on
the sketch), but that less LD is generated. Exactly the opposite occurs if the local beneficial allele is dominant.

selection favors the evolution of assortative mating by a one-
allele mechanism in the absence of direct costs [8, 18, 21, 68,
69, 79, 80]. However, the dominance relationship of locally
adapted alleles within each habitat may also cause inbreeding
depression which can, in fact, prevent the evolution of
premating isolation. When both phenomena act in concert,
the outcomes vary tremendously depending on parameter
values [53], and more assortment is not necessarily favored
even in presence of strong local adaptation. In fact, because
a polymorphism at a locus involved in local adaptation is
more easily maintained when locally beneficial alleles are
dominant, less assortment may often be favored in natural
situations with local adaptation [53]. There are theoretical
reasons for expecting such dominance relationships between
locally adapted alleles [81]. Because theoretical models

of reinforcement have rarely considered the case of local
adaptation, and when they did, considered only haploid
or diploid with particular dominance [18, 70, 82], these
conclusions have remained largely overlooked. There are
numerous mechanisms of assortment [69] and each can
evolve slightly differently. For instance when local adaptation
is based on a conspicuous trait (shell thickness in Littorina
[65], coloration in Chrysopa [62] or Heliconius [83], etc.),
mate choice can be cued directly on this trait, which is very
efficient unless the right mate is rare and difficult to find in
the population [84]. Another simple way to mate with a self-
similar phenotype is to self-fertilize when hermaphrodite
which is also very efficient, does not incur the cost of finding
the right mate and does not require the ability to discriminate
the locally adapted trait. In both cases, local adaptation
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Figure 2: Indirect selection on a migration modifier with local adaptation. Sketches how a migration modifier evolves in presence of local
adaptation (for the sake of illustration the M allele causes maximal migration (1/2) and the m allele zero migration). Before migration (step
1) consider two habitats with haploid individuals. Before migration (step 1) consider two habitats with haploid individuals. On the left the
A allele is favored at a local adaptation locus whereas a is favored on the right. To make things simple we consider these alleles to be fixed
where they are beneficial. During migration only individuals with allele M move between habitats (step (2) migrants in red). Half of the M
individuals move to the other habitat and the other half stays at home. Importantly migration directly generates LD between the M allele
and the locally inferior allele (the locally inferior allele is found only with M and not with m). Finally, selection occurs favoring A on the left
and a on the right very strongly in the illustration and carries the m allele with the adaptation locus because of the linkage disequilibrium
generated at the previous step (the m overall frequency has raised from 1/2 to 2/3 on the illustration). Note that in a finite population kin
selection by contrast favors M [54].

loci will cause indirect selection (Figure 1) and, if not co-
dominant, inbreeding depression. With selfing however, all
other loci in the genome experiencing recessive deleterious
mutations will also contribute to inbreeding depression. As
a consequence, and unless the cost of finding a mate is high,
reinforcement may be less likely to evolve via selfing than via
assortment based on the local adaptation traits [53]. Two-
allele models and models involving sex-specific traits and
preferences also provide several alternatives [8, 52].

3.2. The Evolution of Dispersal. Individuals that have sur-
vived until reproduction have genotypes that work relatively
well where they are. Because of environmental hetero-
geneity, migrating or sending offspring elsewhere is likely
to decrease fitness. Local adaptation indeed generates an
indirect selection pressure in favor of less dispersal [50, 85–
87] (Figure 2). However, as for the evolution of nonrandom
mating, the evolution of dispersal has been studied in a
variety of contexts and not only in reference to the process
of the reinforcement of local adaptation or speciation and
a large number of factors interact to shape this trait [88].
However, in the context of the evolution of dispersal in
presence of local adaptation there are at least two factors
that cannot be ignored. The first is that, as in the case of

the evolution of assortment, inbreeding depression causes a
selection pressure in favor of dispersal [89]. This inbreeding
depression can be partly, but not only, caused by the loci
responsible for the local adaptation. The second factor is kin
selection (Figure 3). As soon as one considers a stochastic
model for the evolution of dispersal, kin selection occurs
and must be taken into account to determine how dispersal
evolves [90–92]. Intuitively, it is straightforward to see that a
given allele causing zero dispersal cannot fix in a subdivided
population. In other words, zero dispersal cannot be a
convergent stable state as was suggested in deterministic
models of reinforcement. As expected from this heuristic
argument, kin selection favors more dispersal than predicted
in a deterministic model [54]. However, this is not the only
effect as local adaptation interacts with the effect of kin
selection: strong differentiation at a local adaptation locus
magnifies kin selection at short recombination distance. This
indirect kin selection can cause bistability (i.e., different
dispersal rate can evolve depending on the initial conditions),
which changes qualitatively the expectation [54]. There are
different ways to reduce dispersal, and all may not be
equivalent even if the selection pressures at work will share
strong similarities. In particular it is clearly important to
distinguish between dispersal and habitat choice. As we
have seen dispersal cannot evolve to very low rates because
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Figure 3: Kin selection on a migration modifier. Sketches how a migration modifier evolves because of kin selection. As in Figure 2, the M
allele causes maximal migration (1/2) and the m allele specifies zero migration). Before migration (step 1), consider two subpopulations. In
one of them the M allele is frequent (1/2), but it is absent in the other. During migration, only M individuals move between habitats (step (2),
the migrant is shown in red). Half of the M individuals move to the other habitat and the other half stays at home. Then reproduction occurs
(step 3). All individuals produce say, two offsprings (note that all individuals have the same survival and reproduction). Finally, population
regulation occurs: juveniles compete to repopulate each subpopulation with four adults and all have the same chance to get established. After
this step, the M frequency has risen to (1/3 + 1/5)/2, which is greater than 1/4, the initial frequency. There is thus selection on M allele, which
is traditionally explained in terms of “kin selection”: the migrating M allele sacrifices itself by competing in a more crowded population, but
it leaves room behind that benefits the other M allele, which will compete in a less crowded population. The decreased chance of survival by
the migrating M (1/5–1/4) is more than compensated by the increased chance that the remaining M allele will survive (1/3–1/4). This process
requires only that the M alleles are concentrated in the same population at step 1 (i.e., it requires population structure or relatedness), which
is easily generated by drift [54].

of kin selection. However, choosing the natal habitat (to
maintain local adaptation) while quitting its natal patch (to
release kins from competition) may provide the best from
both worlds and is therefore a more likely candidate trait
for reinforcement. Two-allele models also provide several
alternatives [38, 57].

3.3. Comparisons among Reinforcement Traits. The common
effect in all these processes is that alleles that favor more
assortment, less dispersal or tighter linkage become associ-
ated with locally beneficial alleles, which in turn generates
an indirect selection pressure in their favor. In each of
these cases however, the way linkage disequilibrium is built
between the modifiers and the locally beneficial alleles is
distinct (compare Figures 1, 2 and 4). First, a modifier has

an immediate effect on the genetic composition of the popu-
lation, here genotypic frequencies at the local adaptation loci:
dispersal modification changes allelic frequencies; assortment
changes within locus associations; recombination changes
between loci associations. This immediate effect causes a
frequency change at the modifier locus if there is selection
on alleles, dominance, and epistasis, respectively. When the
modifier changes within or between loci associations, a
secondary effect occurs. Increased associations generate a
higher variance in fitness, more efficient selection, and thus
an increase of the frequency difference between habitats
at the local adaptation locus. As a consequence, modifiers
increasing these associations (modifier increasing assortment
or reducing recombination in our examples) become asso-
ciated, and hitchhike, with locally beneficial alleles. There
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Figure 4: Indirect selection on a recombination modifier with local adaptation. Sketches how a recombination modifier evolves in presence
of local adaptation (for the sake of illustration, the R allele causes maximal recombination, and the r allele specifies zero recombination).
Before migration (step 1), consider two habitats with haploid individuals. On the left, the A and B alleles are favored at two different loci;
the a and b alleles are favored on the right. To simplify the illustration, we consider the alleles to be fixed where they are beneficial. After
migration between habitats (step (2) with m = 1/2, migrants shown in red), strong LD is generated between the selected loci: in each habitat
there are AB and ab but no Ab and aB haplotypes. Then random mating and meiosis occur (step 3). In each habitat, one can distinguish
the subpopulation with the full R recombination allele and the zero r recombination allele (groups of four individuals on the left and right,
resp.). Within the former, LD between selected loci has been much reduced (illustrated at zero, in fact even full recombination only halves LD
at each meiosis), whereas in the latter it stayed intact. Importantly, at this step the r recombination modifier becomes positively associated to
the extreme AB and ab haplotypes. Note also that in each habitat, variance in fitness is greater in the subpopulation with the r allele. Finally,
selection occurs (favoring A and B on the left and a and b on the right, very strongly on the illustration) and takes the r allele along because
of the linkage disequilibrium generated at the previous step (the overall frequency of r has risen from 1/2 to 2/3 in the illustration). Note
that the case illustrated involves positive epistasis (only the extreme genotypes AB and ab survive, on the left and right, resp.). However, the
r allele is favoured even if epistasis is zero, because selection is more efficient in subpopulations carrying the r allele since variance in fitness
is greater in these subpopulations.

are thus several ways to promote distinct genetic clusters
between habitats and the three examples detailed in this
paper illustrate each of these cases: directly magnifying
allelic frequency differences between populations (case illus-
trated by dispersal modification), promoting within locus
associations (case illustrated by assortment modification),
promoting between loci associations (case illustrated by
recombination modification). Reinforcement may occur by
the evolution of many other traits than the ones mentioned
here (in particular involving two-allele mechanisms, see
Table 1), but their impact are likely to be achieved via one of
these effects alone or in combination. Considering the three
possible impacts of a modifier on the genetic composition
of populations (on frequencies, within locus and between
loci associations) may be a useful typology to understand

the different ways reinforcement and genetic clustering can
occur. It is orthogonal to, and complements the usual one-
versus two-allele classification (Table 1).

4. Conclusion

The first conclusion is that the process of reinforcement and
local adaptation are intertwined and occur simultaneously.
Whether pre- and postzygotic isolation will eventually evolve
is uncertain in such a dynamic process. In particular,
local adaptation can collapse if generalist alleles arise and
spread. However, there are several positive feedback loops
that will tend to drive the system towards divergence (the
reinforcement, demographic, and recombination loops).
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From a theoretical standpoint, this process has rarely been
analyzed jointly and in a dynamic way with changes in local
adaptation itself. In the context of mounting evidence in
favor of ecological speciation [106, 107], such an approach
would certainly help evaluate its likelihood, tempo, and
mechanism.

Second, Felsenstein [21] proposed to distinguish the
different mechanisms for reinforcement on the idea that they
involved the spread of one or two-alleles in the incipient
species. This distinction is an important one, but it is not
the only one to be made. Many one-allele mechanisms
are only superficially similar as they can promote genetic
clustering and speciation in different ways. A useful typology
could be that they increase differentiation among popula-
tions, heterozygote deficit, or linkage disequilibrium, which
corresponds to modifying one of the three fundamental
events in a sexual life cycle (dispersal, syngamy, or meiosis,
resp.). Furthermore, different traits may increase genetic
clustering, but may not contribute to reinforcement because
they are exposed to a variety of other selective effects.
Models of reinforcement based on the evolution of particular
traits must integrate what is known outside the speciation
literature for those traits. For instance, recombination [108],
mating systems [109], and dispersal [110], as discussed
above, have all been intensely studied outside this context
pinpointing a variety of selective effects. These theoretical
developments certainly have to be merged.
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